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Career Profile___________________________________________________________

A goal oriented Multimedia Journalist with 13 years experience in the fast paced broadcast 
industry where he developed content with a focus on telling an on brand, compelling and 
accurate story through collaboration with photographers, producers, and digital artists while 
interacting with the people who had diverse jobs, backgrounds, and personalities.

Core competencies include Interviewing, Filming, Editing, Writing Copy, Multitasking, Time 
Management, Organization, Composure, Live Performance, Research, Analyzation, Enterprising, 
Journalistic Ethics, General Assignment Reporting, Political Reporting, Breaking News 
Reporting, Feature Reporting, Speed, Accuracy, NPPA Style, Teamwork, Collaboration, and 
Bilingual in Spanish. 
______________________________________________________________________________

Work Experience________________________________________________________

Nexstar Broadcasting - Columbus, OH
2017-2020 - Multimedia Journalist
As the Statehouse Reporter for all Nexstar Broadcasting five stations in Ohio (and one station in 
West Virginia), I turned daily stories about state issues including but not limited to legislative 
and state agency activity, as well as general political news with the potential to reach 75% of the 
households in the state. My reporting on key issues resulted in a perceived increase in awareness 
and engagement by the public in activity at the Ohio Statehouse.

TEGNA
2015-2017 - Multimedia Journalist
As a general assignment reporter I enterprised and turned daily stories in the community of St. 
Louis, MO and surrounding areas such as Ferguson, MO in the wake of civil unrest. My 
reporting informed the viewing public of the consent decree between the City of Ferguson and 
the Department of Justice as well as the regional aftermath of the unrest.

Meredith Broadcasting
2013-2015 - Multimedia Journalist
As a general assignment reporter I enterprised and turned daily stories in the community of 
Atlanta, GA and surrounding region. My reporting covered breaking news events like the 
recovery of the remains of a longtime missing child and and weather emergencies such as two 
ice-storms that crippled the city.
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Weigel Broadcasting
2011-2013 - Multimedia Journalist / Fill-in Anchor
As a general assignment reporter I enterprised and turned daily stories in the community of South 
Bend, IN during the first two years of Mayor Pete Buttegieg's first term in office. During this 
time my reporting exposed and followed a scandal between the Police Department and the City 
in which a Federal court case over wiretapping was engaged. Buttigieg's involvement in the 
scandal and the community response that resulted from his decisions were a consistent element 
throughout the year-long dedicated reports on the subject.

Gray Television
2009-2011 - Multimedia Journalist
As the bureau reporter in Pueblo, CO for the Colorado Springs station, I enterprised and turned 
stories daily. My reporting informed the public of scandalous activity at a local charter school 
and the boards decision to remove it's founder and president after financial malfeasance was 
discovered.

Mark III Media
2007-2009 - Multimedia Journalist, Anchor, Producer
As a general assignment I learned to enterprise and turn stories daily in Casper, WY. 
Additionally, I produced and anchored the early evening and primetime weekend newscasts. My 
reporting included an interview with then Senator Barak Obama as he made a campaign visit to 
central Wyoming during the primary season of 2008. I secured the interview by reaching out on 
my own to his campaign. I repeated the process and secured an interview with Hilary Clinton for 
the same day, but was forced to hand it off to another reporter.

Education______________________________________________________________

Rochester University (Formerly College) - Rochester Hills, MI
Major - Mass Communication
December 2005 Graduated Magna cum Laude (3.78 GPA)
Bachelor's of Science

Specs Howard School of Broadcast Arts - Southfield, MI
March 2002 Certificate of Completion for Broadcast Video
Graduated with Honors (3.6 GPA)

Awards______________________________________________________________________

2012 Indiana Broadcasters Association 1st Place Winner Best News Special Series/Documentary: South 
Bend PD Tape Scandal
2011 Indiana Broadcasters Association Finalist Best General News Story
2009 Wyoming Association of Broadcasters 2nd Place winner Best Breaking News
2008 Wyoming Association of Broadcasters 1st Place winner Best Photography
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